• Global Hand washing day observed across the world on? - **October 15th**
• Harbin Ice festival will be celebrated in which Country? - **Hong Kong**
• Who won Man Booker Prize for the Novel “The Narrow Road to the Deep North” - **Richard Flanagan**
• Which bank launched Facebook based fund transfer platform KayPay? - **Kotak Mahindra**
• Who has been appointed as the new Managing Director of CPCL? - **Gautam Roy**
• Who has been appointed as the chairman of Tata International? - **G K Pillai**
• Paralympic Games 2015 will be held in? - **India**
• Who has been voted as India’s most valuable player in Asian Games? - **Mary Kom**
• Kunal Bahl who is in Fortune’s 40 under 40 powerful list is the CEO of which E-Commerce Company? - **Snapdeal**
• Who is to be appointed as next Director, Finance of ONGC? - **AK Srinivasan**
• Name of the Cyclone which hit AP & Orissa recently - **Hud Hud**
• Name the typhoon which hits Japan recently – **Vongfong**
• Indian player selected as Bradman Honouree 2014? - **Sachin Tendulkar**
• Which two states signed MoU on Cultural Cooperation? – **India and UK**
• Which group and Indigo signed a MoU to buy 250 A32neo Planes? - **Airbus Group**
• What is the total cost of the project “MOM”? – **Rs. 450 Crore**
• Zero Defect : Zero Effect is the Slogan raised by? – **Narendra Modi**
• What is the main Aim of “Made in India”? – **Reviving job-creating manufacturing Sector**
• How much did India contributed to the World in the manufacturing sector in 2013? – **13%**
• Recently, who among the following Sport legends took the decision of adopting a Village? – **Sachin Tendulkar**
• Who is appointed as the new Chief Economic Officer to the Indian Government? – **Arvind Subramaniam**
• What is the motto of the 17th Asian Games? – **Diversity Shines Here**
• In September, according to S&P’s rating outlooks, which banks were kept negative yet once again? – **Indian Overseas Bank & Syndicate Bank**
• On 1st October 2014, which of the following Union Territories achieved 100% banking? – **Puducherry and Chandigarh**
• What is the present rank of India in the Global Hunger Index? – **55**
• RBI has projected the GDP growth for the current fiscal at? – 5.5%
• Which is considered to be the Nobel Prize for Cartoonists? – World Press Cartoon Grand Prix
• Who is the winner of World Press Cartoon Grand Prix 2014? – Shankar Pamarthy
• Which bank introduced the first Multi-Currency International Debit Card? – State Bank of India
• Which e-commerce giant made history by making an IPO of around $25 billion? – Alibaba
• Who won Noble Peace Prize 2014- Malala Yousafzai (Yougest Noble prize winner) and Kailash Satyarthi
• Who won Nobel Prize for Literature- French historical author Patrick Modiano
• Who won Nobel Prize for Chemistry- Eric Betzig, Stefan W Hell and William E. Moerner
• Who won Nobel Prize for Economics- French economist Jean Tirole
• Who won Nobel Prize for Protection of Child Rights- Kailash Satyarthi
• Who won Nobel Prize for Physics- Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano and Shuji Nakamura
• Who won Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine- John O’Keefe, May-Britt Moser and Edvard I. Moser.
• Noble Prize was announced for the research in Brain Global Positioning System
• Lal Bahadur Shastri National Award 2014 has been given to- Apathukatha Sivathanu Pillai
• Indian cop wins UN’s international female peacekeeper award
• Sir Masood Lifetime achievement award 2014 has been awarded for- Saiyid Hamed
• Richard Flanagan won Man Booker Prize for his wartime novel The Narrow Road to the Deep North
• Poet-diplomat Abhay K with Asia-Pacific Excellence Award
• Who has been appointed as Goodwill Ambassador for UNICEF in south Asia- Aamir Khan
• 17th Asian games Incheon 2014 was held at- South Korea
• Birendra Lakra belongs to- Hockey
• First Women director of Hindustan Unilever Limited- Kalapana Morparia
• Author of Book “Syntheism- Creating God in The Internet Age”- Alexander Bard
• Who won Maiden ATP Shangai Masters trohy- **Roger Federer**
• International Day of the girl Child observed on– **11th October**
• Theme of the International Day of the Girl Child- **Empowering Adolescent Girls: Ending the cycle of Violence**
• Committee Name that submitted the final report to union government on Post Sachar Evaluation: **Prof. Amitabh Kundu committee**
• Global Infrastructure Facility has been launched by- **World Bank**